
SafeStore Auto Maxi
Self-service safe deposit lockers

SafeStore Auto Maxi is a fully automated system of robotised 

safe deposit lockers located in a high-security vault. It is a 

compact, effective and flexible 24-hour self-service solution. 

The secure room may be located on the same level as the 

vault or on a floor above. SafeStore Auto Maxi allows you 

to offer the most user-friendly and convenient safe deposit 

locker service possible, whilst decreasing the amount of 

time bank branch employees need to serve safe deposit 

locker customers. The accessibility and convenience of 

SafeStore Auto Maxi offers a great competitive advantage 

making it the simple and secure route to safe deposit lockers 

for modern banks.



SafeStore Auto Maxi
Self-service safe deposit lockers

Concept

SafeStore Auto Maxi is a fully automated system of robotised safe deposit lockers with 

24-hour availability. It is a compact, effective and flexible solution. The secure room  

may be located on the same level as the vault, on a floor above or a combination of 

both. Therefore, there is no difficulty in installing the lockers in the basement and 

having the security room for the box delivery situated in the bank lobby – through the 

small tower from the SafeStore Auto Maxi. In addition to the safe deposit locker service,  

SafeStore Auto Maxi can function as a transfer safe and deposit system for valuables. 

The intelligent transportation system guarantees very short access times. Considering 

all costs, the functionality and availability of SafeStore Auto Maxi can give faster pay 

back than other safe deposit locker alternatives, while offering unparalleled convenience, 

safety and service to your customers.

Features

The SafeStore Auto Maxi system is very flexible and suitable for on-site assembly and 

configuration according to customer demands. Different arrangements of the five 

locker sizes allow you to customise the unit to your needs. The box delivery points can 

be situated in the basement, in the lobby or both. The access times are short thanks 

to simultaneous horizontal and vertical transportation of the deposit box. For smaller 

installations the SafeStore Auto Mini or SafeStore Auto Midi is available. User interac-

tion consists of a card reader, touch screen, display and an optional biometric reader. 

The user guide can be easily operated via a menu and on-display dialogue. The SafeStore 

Auto Maxi can be administered and controlled via our SafeControl monitoring soft-

ware. Three levels of security via PIN code, EC-customer card and key are availble. The 

following options are also available: biometrics, video surveillance and a high-security 

electronic lock for the vault. 

Design 

SafeStore Auto Maxi has a modern and compact design which makes the unit very 

space-saving. As an innovative and flexible solution, the cassettes are dispensed at a 

user-friendly height either from the front of the machine or from above.
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How it works

1. The customer enters a secure 

room with a card reader. In this 

"private" room the customer can 

access his or her locker.

2. The customer inserts his or her 

bank card and enters a PIN code  

(option: biometric identification).

3. The SafeStore Auto Maxi auto-

matically delivers the customer’s 

locker contents.

4. The customer uses his or her 

personal key to access the contents. 

5. SafeStore Auto Maxi deposits the 

box when the customer presses the 

on-screen "deposit" button.

		Product Data

Connections:   230V, 16 A, ca 400 Watt

Security level:   EURO V-X EX with system certification depending on location

We reserve the right to alter product information  
without any obligation.

Locker Data (mm)

Max load 35kg/locker

 Outer  Inner dimensions
 height H D W

 69 49 325 235

 103 83 325 235

 137 118 325 235

 171 152 325 235

 206 186 325 235

Basement exit               Lobby exit                           Combination


